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SUMMARY 

During the reported period the performer had advanced a previous TRL3 prototype OntoBase to TRL4 
and conducted its empirical evaluation in accordance with phase I proposal (D092-007-0197). While the 
evaluation had shown the prototype had limited ability to scale up with an increasing volume of data, it 
had successfully demonstrated that the proposed method of semantic data integration fully addresses 
the main challenges put forth by the phase I solicitation: 1) highly automated mapping, and 2) bounded 
mapping effort. The evaluation shows in a rigorously empirical and quantitative fashion that the number 
of user interactions required for connecting a relational data source, discovering its intended use of 
data, and posing a simple query based on the intended semantics- is bounded to a relatively narrow 
range, even when using data sources from a wide range of domains, sizes and structure. The 
complexity of interactions as measured by number of required steps, also tend to stay within a 
reasonable range. A counterbalance measures to 1) and 2) has also been studied: 3) bounded answer 
scope, and 4) bounded answer quality. Even though no rigorous measurement was attempted, the 
answers to queries obtained in a specially crafted sets of experiments seemed to be reasonably 
suitable for DATALATOR to act as a "savant" guided by the user. Finally the prototype performance 
was studied using the data and benchmarks obtained from a recent study of analogous experimental 
prototype conducted at Oregon University. A measured time from completing the last step of the query 
formulation by user to obtaining corresponding answers increases exponentially to a volume of data in 
both studies. However, the increase measured in the experiments reported here is occurring earlier and 
slower than the benchmark. The report provides analysis of the prototype performance that traces 
these characteristics to Protege platform on which OntoBase was originally developed. While TLR3 
prototype was based on Protege 3.3.1, the TRL4 prototype was migrated to Protege 3.4.4 during phase 
I in attempt to mitigate the performance limitations. The experiments were then repeated, but did not 
show any significant improvement. Based on the finding in this report, and if the identified performance 
issues cannot be resolved, Next Generation Software will move OntoBase to an alternative platform 
that will mitigate the performance issues during the development of a commercial product prototype 
(TRL5)inphasell. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1     Objective 

As stated in the phase I solicitation DATALATOR is envisioned as a standalone appliance that 
interfaces with multiple data sources and performs three basic functions: 

a) Source Modeling that would identify data formats and extract semantic models from data sources; 
b) Alignment and Mapping that would establish semantic correspondence between data entities and 

relations from different sources; 
c) Data Transformation that would translate multiple source data into integrated information space and 

allow execution of queries across the sources. 

The focus of the DATALATOR research is structured text data sources (e.g., relational databases, XML 
databases, RDF/OWL databases, and spreadsheets). 

Source: Todd Hughes, DARPA/IXO, Workshop on Information Integration, 2006 
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Figure 1: Conventional data interoperability 
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As the name suggests, conceptual models help humans involved in designing data sources to better 
understand its intended data content, rather than intended use of that content. The intended use of data 
is to allow transactions and information exchange between business entities. Nothing in the conceptual 
model provides any contextual cues about how the transactions or information exchange can happen. 
The contextual cues are given to designers and users of data source separately and independently. 
Designers are usually given use cases and users are given instructions how to use application. Both 
depend on the application developers to connect the two sets of cues. This fact is arguably the root 
cause of technical barriers described earlier in 1.2. Documenting contextual cues is a function of 
application modeling which is supposed to be performed in a normal development cycle. The result is 
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Figure 4: Sakila database logical data model 
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usually a coherent set of artifacts such as a logical data model like the one in Figure 4 and a domain 
model like one in Figure 5. 
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+film_id: Short 
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Figure 5: Sakila movie rental domain model 

In the end when application is built and deployed along with the database, however, none of these 
models is provided in the application or data source context, and so it is not available to data integration 
utility like DATALATOR. What may be available is metadata stored in the application interface and in 
the database. 

As discussed in 2.2, the Semantic Web significantly increases available metadata by adding ontologies. 
Ontology provides the means by which a rich formal, logic-based description of real world entities can 
be formulated. However, ontologies may be represented using different logical languages thereby 
potentially requiring a unifying logical framework. 

10 
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• 

The most common and best understood metadata is schema (Figure 6), which describe conventions for 
structuring, typing, and naming data. However, most schema definition languages such as database 
schema or XML lack the level of abstraction and expressive power required to convey the meaning and 
consequences of data it describes. Limited semantics of schema combined with incompatible schema 
dialects requires a mediator to provide a data over different schema dialects [12]. Moreover, schema 
needs to be augmented to accommodate additional semantics required for correct information 
interpretation. 
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Figure 6: Sakila database schema 
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3.1.1.1 Problem 

Full context required for information interpretation is not provided by most data sources and needs to 
be recovered from available metadata. This can be a time consuming effort that requires knowledge of 
technical artifacts like database schema (Figure 6). Constructing a model that can be used for 
automated information interpretation may become a "knowledge acquisition bottleneck" in the process 
of data source integration. Low level contextual cues buried in metadata cannot be replaced with 
ontology that uses less expressive language than the language used to express metadata. Therefore, 
automatically generating ontology from metadata such as relational schema can result a loss in 
semantics. The recovery of lost semantic information, as well as further enrichment of semantic model 
needs to be highly automated but at the same time allow direct users' involvement in order to 
dynamically add task-specific context not present in data source metadata. 
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3.1.1.2 Proposed solution 

The author proposed a solution [13] that allows automated enrichment of data source schemas 
extracted in a form of Star Diagrams (Figure 7). The method generates all legal Event-Condition-Action 
(ECA) chains (Figure 9), and organizes it into highly reusable micro-theory called causal stream. 
• Automated task: Translate metadata from different schema dialects into Star Diagrams, and then 

automatically generate all the legal ECA chains of events. 
• Residue task: Allow user to augment and modify Star Diagrams. 

3.1.1.3 Technical details 

A Star Diagram is a simple graph that reflects all functional dependencies of a single data item. For 
example, in Figure 7 arrows indicate that a rental cannot take place unless inventory, staff and 
customer are all known. Star Diagrams can be used as a "common denominator" for extracting data 
models from heterogeneous data sources. 

sakila TABLE 
payment 

sakilaTABLE 
customer 

J 

sakilaTABLE 
rental 

sakilaTABLE 
address 

sakilaTABLE 
store J 

sakilaTABLE 
inventory 

sakilaTABLE 
payment 

sakilaTABLE 
staff 

J 

sakilaTABLE 
customer 

J 

Figure 7: Star Diagrams generated from Sakila schema 

When applied to the source modeling problem, the proposed solution automates dicovery of semantic 
model that best represents the intended use of data contained in the source. This is accomplished by 
presenting a user with a hypothetical process represented by the flow of data (Figure 9). 

Time 

strong reference 

Space 

M,   EJENT   F, M2 CONDITION F2 

Figure 8: Causal basis for strong reference 

Each hypothesis is based on a possible sequence 
of ECA steps or chains of events. It is based on 
causal framework that includes four types of 
cause or explanation [14]: 

E efficient - that makes a change happen, 
M material - what the change happens to, 
F formal - what the change results in, and 
/ final - the end or purpose of the change. 

The basic assumption that no event can cause 
itself reduces the number of possible 
arrangements of chains to managable size 
(subject to experimental evaluation, see 4.4.2). 

I2 
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Figure 9 show a possible ECA chain generated by combining Star Diagrams extracted from the Sakila 
database schema. Algorithm used for that purpose by OntoBase is treating all functional dependencies 
as directed binary "part-of relations connecting database records into part-whole hierarchy. Which one 
of four types of causes is assigned to each record determines the intended used of data in a particular 
situation. The records that reflect events conditions and actions of a given situation are marked as M or 
F. The records that do not directly reflect the situation are marked as E. According to the proposed 
method only the records marked as M or F can be promoted from local context to global context via an 
uis-a" relation connecting intensional and extensional sides by strong reference [14], as described in 
more detail later. 

/ ACTION 

Purchase 

Store Film 

Figure 9: Event-Condition-Action (ECA) chain for film rental event 

3.1.2   Data Integration 

Data Integration is translation of data from multiple sources and its subsequent integration to answer 
queries in a global context. Unlike the source modeling that deals with sources' metadata, data 
integration deals with actual data such as rows in database or more complex data objects which 
represent real world entities. The goal is to integrate data across multiple data sources, so that 
references to the same entity can be resolved. When integrating an ad-hoc data source one can no 
longer rely on a unique name assumption such that different names always refer to different entities. 
This necessitates identifying any co-referent names and subsequently rewriting them to a common 
form. 

13 
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3.1.2.1 Problem 

In the absence of a mechanism that would guarantee universal referential integrity, heuristics and 
machine learning approaches were proposed in vein of "best-effort" [15]. These techniques make 
extensive use of context information (such as associations between references) to provide evidence for 
reconciliation decisions [16]. However, the resulting referential integrity heavily depends on the context 
implicit in references, as opposed to the context in which the data is later being used. 

3.1.2.2 Proposed solution 

The author had proposed [13] a method that allows user to define a global context of the performed 
task by simply navigating a situation tree (Figure 11) that was automatically generated in response to 
user selecting a target element from a local context (Figure 10). 
• Automated task: Generate a situation tree by applying causal constraints to ECA chains in 3.1.1.3. 
• Residue task: Navigate the situation tree in order to interactively define context of a particular task. 

3.1.2.3     Technical details 

The proposed solution has been implemented by Next Generation Software in a form of OntoBase tab 
plugin-in to Stanford University Protege platform. 
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Figure 10: OntoBase plugin running inside Protege editor 
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Upon launching the plug-in allows users to connect to any relational database and import its metadata 
into Protege in a form of ontology generated specially to represent local context of the database. A user 
can then begin a guided generation of a global context divided into mediating containers as discussed 
in 2.1. Each container is a frame that corresponds to Protege abstract class and can have concrete 
subclasses representing real word situations. Causal streams made of ECA chains in 3.1.1.3 are 
generated on-demand when user selects a target from local context (Figure 10). In response all 
possible ECA chains leading to a requested target will be generated. Because of causal constraints the 
number of chains will be manageable, and response time will be acceptable (see 4.4.2). All chains are 
presented to a user in a form of a situation tree (Figure 11). This simple and intuitive user interface 
allows the user to quickly identify the context in which data is being accessed for a particular task. Once 
the situation tree path is selected it defines a situation stored in OntoBase-generated subclass of the 
container. 
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Figure 11: OntoBase situation tree for Rental 
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Figure 11 (left) also shows the beginning of global context generated by OntoBase in response to user 
selections. The global context consists of abstract topics and containers that can be used to pose user 
queries. Figure 12 shows a UR comprised of all attributes found on the preferred path selected by user 
in the situation tree. The user can select any subset of attributes in UR to represent a particular 
situation. The selected attributes represent the unknown part of the situation as explained in 2.2. The 
known part is defined in the next step when user is presented with automatically generated situation 
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Figure 12: Universal Relation for Rental topic 

class (Figure 13). In this example of film rental situation a film title will be used to find a film for rental. 
One of the interesting features of Protege frame editor is that a class can be an instance of another 
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class that is called rneta-class. Topics are meta-classes that have situations as instances. Situation 
classes in turn can have instances that represent ECA chains (Figure 9). OntoBase uses topic meta- 
classes as a mechanism for promoting data references from local context to global context, as 
explained in 3.1.1.3. This allows OntoBase to represent the same situation locally and globally as 
Protege classes and meta-classes respectively. Essentially OntoBase allows any data source to be 
treated as a situations' store. 
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Figure 13: Generation of a situation instance class of Rental topic meta-class 

Figure 14 shows result of query atomaticaly generated by OntoBase in responce to a user providing a 
known part of Rental situation as:  Rental/film.title=TITANIC.  Intenraly OntoBase generates and 
executes SQL query: 
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SELECT count(*) FROM sakila.rental join sakila.inventory on rental.inventoryJd=inventory.inventoryJd join sakila.film on 
inventory.film_id=film.filmJd join sakila.language on film.language_id=language.languagejd join sakila.customer on 
rental.customerJd=customer.customer_id join sakila.store on inventory.store_id=store.store_id join sakila.staff on 
store.manager_staffJd=staff.staff_idjoin sakila.store as fk_staff_store on staff.store_id=fk_staff_store.store_id join 
sakila.address on store.address_id=address.address_idjoin sakila.city on address.city_id=city.cityJd join sakila.country on 
city.countryJd=country.country_id join sakila.address as fk_staff.address on staff.addressjd=fk_staff_address.address_id 
join sakila.address as fk_customer_address on customer.address_id=fk_customer_address.addressJd join sakila.staff as 
fk_rental_staff on rental.staff_id=fk_rental_staff.staff_id join sakila.store as fk_customer_store on 
customer.storeJd=fk_customer_store.store_id WHERE film.title='TITANIC' 
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The SQL query above performs joins on all functional dependencies (eg. nodes 4,5,6 connected with red 
lines on Star Diagram in Figure 7). Note that not every functional dependency is a priciple connection in 
UR (see 2.2). OntoBase uses aliases to mark joins that are not on the path selected by user in the 
situation tree. Figure 15 shows the resulting situation instances found in the database. Each instance has 
unique name composed of key values from functional dependencies. 
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Figure 15: Instances of Rental situation 

In order to recognize situations in the records fetched by OntoBase an additional step is required: the 
user must pick some attributes that would serve as global descriptors to distinguish one situation form 
another. Protege editor has a convenient feature called "Display Slot" (Figure 15 top) that can be used for 
this purpose. Users of Protege can pick any sequence of instance slots to be displayed instead of 
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instance name. In addition users can place any text between the slot values to mark transitions between 
events in that situation. It is up to user to decide what set of attributes makes the situation distinct. This 
mechanism combined with selecting of the preferred path in the situation tree allows user to establish the 
intended use of data. For example, if user has picked slots _address.address, _film.title, _customer.last_name 
and _rental.rental_date, then each instance of _Rental is recognized only by the sequence of these fields. 
Note that address is an indirect functional dependency of rental, but there are three possible functional 
paths between address and rental passig through customer, staff and store. Which address is used by UR 
depends on what path was selected by the user in the situation tree. According to user selection (Figure 
11) the path connects rental node to address node via store, which makes it a principle connection in this 
particular situation. The intented use of data in this case is to represent rental events that took place at a 
store address. 

Data integration can now be done by recognizing the same situations acros multiple data sources and 
eliminating or resolving unwanted duplcates. The described procedure is logicaly equivalent to creating a 
global schema or ontology, mapping data sources to the global schema and then performing query and 
data transaltion. However, the main difference is that no expert involvement was necessary as the end 
user could directly interact with local context and construct a global context that represents the intended 
use of data. This allows DATALATOR to skip as many intermediary steps as possible before integrated 
data can be accessible to user, as suggested in 1.3. In addition the proposed method provides a logic for 
reasoning about identity of objects represented in data. In most logic frameworks identity is intensional, 
that is given to objects by definition or intension. But in causal stream, the identity of each event can be 
calculated based on the identities of all preceding events, that is by extension. As a result, the events can 
be referenced by extension. This means that when reasoning about objects in a context of a particular 
situation, the identity of each object has two components, namely: 1) intension and 2) extenstion, 
connected by the context. This connection is called strong reference [6]. 

Strong reference provides a mechanism by which the referential integrity can be achieved in context of 
a given situation, as opposed to universal referential integrity that is difficult to achieve. Strong 
reference is different from a global reference such as Universal Resource Identifier used in Semantic 
Web in that it actually gives semantics to reference. This helps to avoid counterintuitive results that 
often arise in data integration. In fact giving proper semantics to questions and answers in global 
contexts is one of the main problems in data integration. However, establishing strong references 
requires maintaining global contexts for all relevant situations. Each global context established under 
the strong reference semantics provides a mediating container as discussed in 2.1. And since the 
strong references enabled by such container are endowed with natural semantics, it can be called 
Semantic Type Container (TC). OntoBase effectively turns each situation container into a TC. If used 
on a global scale it can facilitates the emergence of semantically reach medium in which multiple 
contexts can interact and evolve. Situation ontologies semi-automatically created with OntoBase are in 
essence micro-theories of context and can be used for inferring new knowledge from results of 
performing data integration tasks. This can be a solution to knowledge acquisition bottleneck. 

3.1.3   Alignment and Mapping of Models 

As demonstrated in 3.1.2 data integration can be achieved by resolving references to the same 
situations (intended use of data) across multiple data sources. As discussed in 3.1.1 situations are 
recognized by human (or other intelligent agent) in the original local context of data source, relying on 
available meta-data. Discovering the same situation in different local context is in fact a basis of 
contracting and maintaining a global context. However, autonomous data sources may use different 
vocabularies and can store data from different domains. In that case, extracting Star Diagrams from 
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meta-data (Figure 7) may result in incompatible situation trees (Figure 11). This is a "chicken-and-egg" 
problem that requires a priori context for reconciling references, while a posteriori context is established 
by making new references. The standard approach to this problem is for domain experts to write 
bridging axioms [17] to reconcile the differences between data sources. This high "price of admission" 
does not decrease over time, as changes and new data sources are introduced. 

An alternative to the standard approach is treating data sources as autonomous agents and providing a 
cooperative medium in which the agents can agree on common interpretations within contexts of given 
tasks. This general type of interoperability is known as Emergent Semantics (ES) [18]. One possibility of 
how this might be achieved is currently being opened in the area of peer-to-peer data management 
systems (PDMS), where the peers entering into agreements are called acquaintances [19]. However, 
use of direct schema mapping between the data sources as an attachment law is equivalent to the 
aforementioned bridging axioms. In order for peers to act as cooperating agents, some logical inference 
must take place inside each peer. Strong reference that gives semantics to all references (internal and 
external to agent) makes this possible 

Using common topic meta-classes described in 3.1.2.3 as shared vocabulary spaces could be seen as 
an attachment law of ES networks which start from a small nucleus of nodes, and expand with the 
arrival of new nodes. Since topics are meta-classes, used as stereotypes when generating semantic 
models on-demand, no direct mapping between the models is required. Employing topics as lexical 
resources enables semantic agility and allows various agents cooperate at a higher level of abstraction. 

3.1.3.1 Problem 

Achieving semantic agility is a challenge of maintaining agile semantic mappings across different data 
sources, so that slight changes such as adding or removing individual data sources do no result in a 
significant downtime. In other words - having too rigid semantic mappings would make DATALATOR 
brittle in dynamic operating environment, hence another name that is often used for this challenge - 
"brittleness problem" [20]. 

3.1.3.2 Proposed solution 

OntoBase is designed to give cooperating agents additional autonomic reasoning capabilities 
reinforcing conventional frame-based representation by direct grounding of frames to data sources. The 
grounding is achieved by using frame facets as data binding mechanism. 
• Automated task: Generate ground frames (ontology) with facet-based data binding to data source 
• Residue task: Assign semantic types (stereotypes) to situations derived from the ground frames. 

3.1.3.3 Technical Details 

If all metadata is put aside, each data source can be treated as a collection of data items called tuples, 
an ordered sequence of typed values given a name. Named tuples are also a basis for so called 
associative memory architecture known as tuple space [21]. The notion of tuple space is a complete 
opposite of ontology in a sense that it does not establish any relations between the named tuples. So, 
one can attach any meaning to tuple names without violating any existing semantic model, such as 
database schema. This observation is a basis for the proposed solution: to replace the rigid connection 
between data and schema (inside a data source) with a much more flexible one established outside the 
data source by a TC. 
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Context-specific stereotypes that the user assigns to tuples need not go into any source or target 
ontology. Rather, these stereotypes act as meta-modeling primitives. When implemented in Protege 
stereotypes are defined as meta-classes for all class frames in ontologies. Since the stereotypes are 
assigned by user directly to tuples, regardless of the original data source schema, they form a 
Semantic Overlay Network (SON), in which the regular classes are instances. 

SON 

o 

According to the proposed method: 
schema is extracted from data source 
and is used to automatically generate 
a ground ontology, which later serves 
as a proxy to the schema (Figure 16) 
Data is automatically bound to the 
ground ontology in such a way that the 
tuples of data can be retrieved and 
given unique identifiers linking it to the 
data in the original source. In essence 
the schema is virtually "lifted" from 
data source and placed into the ground 
ontology at M1 level. At the same time, 
additional class frames are generated 
at M2 level that provides an abstract 
representation of the source as a 
collection of data services. At the 
highest level of abstraction M3 more 
class frames are generated that model 
both data and metadata as named 
tuples. Names of frames at all three 
levels are derived from the names of 
schema elements by adding string 
prefixes and postfixes. 

When user defines new topics as 
described in 3.1.2.3, new class frames 
are automatically generated at all three 
levels, with names similarly derived 
from the topic name (e.g. Some Topic). 
M1 level is bound to the data source 
schema, while M2 and M3 are mapped 
to M1 by means of custom facets 
(Figure 17). M2 frames serve as a 
mapping layer from the generated 

situation classes (e.g. _Some Topic) to M1 frames that translate queries and transform data fetched 
from data sources. Each situation class has three OntoBase facets which store the mappings (Figure 
17). In addition each template slot of the situation class has four more OntoBase facets storing attribute 
metadata such as data transformation rules. The generated situation classes can be manually 
extended to include user-defined slots with OntoBase facets storing expressions for computing the 
attribute values from other data-bound attributes. Moreover, using frames allows situation classes to 
encapsulate behavior rules and constraints. For example, in Protege frames can be used as data edit 
form with custom widgets and validation. This allows situation classes to act as business objects and to 
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Figure 16: OntoBase logical organization 
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be linked to other situation serving as domain objects. However, situation classes remain bound to M1 
layer which is in turn bound to data sources. 

More generally, M1 plays role of Platform-Specific Model (PSM). M2 plays role of Platform-Independent 
Model (PIM) which encompasses local context of data sources, but is not directly dependent on the 
platform such as database technology or data formats. In other words, there is a clear air gap between 
the two layers which allows M2 to serve as PIM. The only downward connection to M1 exists entirely 
outside OntoBase in a form of TC (e.g. Some Topic_) which are automatically generated super-classes 
for the situations as described in 3.1.2.TCs do not carry any OntoBase facets and thus are completely 
independent from it. In fact all of them are abstract and generated as direct sub-classes of the Protege 
root class. This allows containers to be freely detached from ground ontology. At the same time in 
virtue of having concrete situations as their subclasses the TCs can carry the data loaded into the 
situation classes and allow users to access the data in a platform-independent fashion. 
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Finally, the M3 layer plays the role of meta-model for both M1 and M2 by providing modeling primitives 
that are not bound to local contexts. Frames in M3 represent data tuples and, as explained at the start 
of this section, are not constrained by any lower level semantic model. Nevertheless, these tuples can 
carry the same data as do instances of M1 and M2 classes. For every new topic a single M3 class 
frame is generated (e.g. Some Topic., note the \" postfix which the topic meta-class name does not 
have). M3 instances carry only the key attributes of the respective M1 and M2 instances. Because M3 
frames are not dependent on each other, they can be exchanged between different context and play 
the role of the global data space or tuple space. However since tuple names and attributes are shared 
with M2 classes at the lower levels of abstraction, identity of each tuple is tied to identity of objects it 
represents. Moreover, as already mentioned in 3.1.3.2 tuple identity has intensional and extensional 
components. Its intension is a set of attributes which are globally unique, and its extension is a set of all 
lower level objects associated with it. If the objects retrieved from different local contexts are associated 
with the same tuple, then these objects are treated as mutually interchangeable in corresponding global 
context. Therefore, the lower level objects are connected to tuples by is-a relation (vertically) and by 
part-of relation to each other (horizontally) within the same local context (Figure 9). The tuples, on the 
other hand can flow freely across the multiple global contexts and carry with them the intensional 
components of the object identities. This provides for a very natural and intuitive attachment law in ES 
architecture [13]: no object can be a part of itself. No acquaintances can be established in violation of 
this basic logic constraint; and because tuples are now globally constrained, they form a semantic type 
system. 

The described above logical organization of OntoBase makes it a suitable cooperation medium as 
introduced in 2.1. The strong reference is enabled globally (i.e. across multiple contexts) by the tuple 
type system of each global context. At the same time the strong reference can be made to objects 
residing in local contexts, with one significant limitation. Each strong reference can refer to more than 
one object. More formally the strong reference is defined up to isomorphism and the objects it identifies 
form a bicategory. Less formally the TC architecture based on strong reference provides a way to 
logically connect data intensions and extensions which is the basis of its strength and flexibility. 
Because all three layers of TC share a common frame-based ontology, the mappings can be 
maintained internally, giving each container desired agility and autonomy. This provides a solution to 
the "brittleness problem" mentioned in 3.1.3.1. 

3.1.4  Summary of main benefits of the proposed solution 

This proposal offers an innovative solution to three important issues in the design of information 
integration appliance, such as DATALATOR. The offered solution is based on an attempt to address 
the single most fundamental problem at the core of all three - the intended information interpretation 
that is the alignment of intentions between producers of information and its consumers. In dynamic 
organizations, such alignment cannot be assumed. Instead it must be constantly renewed. Moreover, 
the original interpretation of the information stored in heterogeneous data sources is not always 
available in ad hoc data integration scenarios and may be conflicting between the sources. 
Correspondingly, the proposed solution is focused on recovery of only that part of the interpretation 
which is most relevant in a context provided by the consumer when accessing data. The solution 
employs principles of Emergent Semantics to achieve an incremental and goal-directed process, which 
sufficiently constrains the space of possibilities. 

The main advantage of the proposed solution is that it does not require user to be proficient in any 
formal logic. User only needs to identify some target relations in local context, from which the system 
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builds a mapping and applies it to the data source. New concepts (topics) are acquired in a form of 
stereotypes (meta-classes) allowing it to be applied to any data source, regardless of local constraints. 
Another benefit of the proposed solution is utilization of facets in frame-based ontologies. Facets can 
be used to further automate the alignment and mapping between different ontologies and data sources, 
in addition to the reasoning over frames. This can be useful when data sources change after the initial 
import, and re-mapping of ontology to the data source would typically be required. Instead, facet can be 
used to "silently" reconfigure the data access without changing the ground ontology - significantly 
reducing the downtime. Frame facets can also be used to facilitate query translations and data 
transformations. For example, custom facets can be used to store programs (scripts). In that capacity 
facets can be very useful for automating syntactic aspects of query translation and data transformation, 
leaving frames to be dedicated to semantic aspects. Facets can also be used to enable computed slots 
which are the frame slots not originally present in ground ontology, but bound to the original (ground) 
slots by regular expressions inside custom facets. 

In the proposed architecture for DATALATOR users can dynamically create multiple global contexts for 
information interpretation, based on particular situation. Local contexts are represented by autonomous 
agents based on TC architecture implemented by OntoBase. Users can directly interact with the agents 
and identify situations represented in respective local contexts. The global contexts are represented by 
tuple type systems and populated with data from local contexts. The information can therefore be 
correctly interpreted based on intended use of data, as well as exchanged and integrated into the 
global contexts. In essence the users of DATALATOR are in the loop providing the intentional 
component of strong reference (Figure 18). Alignment of semantic models and formulation of queries is 
made easier by using more abstract terms of the global contexts with fewer constraints. This reduction 
of mapping and query effort comes at the price of referring to data indirectly by means of the strong 
reference. 

Based on the proposed architecture DATALATOR can function as a network utility operating at the 
network protocol level globally enabled by distributed memory architecture like tuple space. Acting as 
network node DATALATOR can connect to multiple data sources on one end and to multiple semantic 
type systems comprised of abstract topics (stereotypes) on the other end. Multiple nodes can 
cooperate using the same type system without exposing their internal semantic models and data 
structures, which can be important to ensure security and privacy of data. The cooperation is enabled 
by the global medium comprised o tuple spaces and SONs. Such DATALATOR networks would be 
highly scalable due to its scale-free architecture (i.e. self-similar at every scale). 

3.2     Prototype Architecture 

3.2.1    High Level Architecture 

The high level DATALATOR architecture is shown in Figure 16. It consists of OntoBase-enabled agents 
connected to multiple data sources and sharing common tuple spaces. Each agent provides a local 
context where situation types can be identified by users and mapped to global contexts, stored in meta- 
classes (topic stereotypes). Global contexts share stereotypes and form global SONs enforcing 
attachment law based on strong reference semantics. In this architecture new global contexts can 
emerge in order to allow new agents (acquaintances). Each global context has associated tuple space 
where data are exchanged between the agents using mapping rules created specifically for that context 
and implemented by OntoBase as TCs. Each TC has a 3-layered logic organization (Figure 14) with 
data source's ground ontology and situations' semantic models. Users semi-automatically construct the 
global contexts mapping situation types to the global topic stereotypes which enforce the attachment 
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law preventing violation of global referential integrity constraints by new acquaintances.  In order to do 
that DATALATOR must perform inferences over tuple type extensions local context. 

Event + Condition + Context = Situation 

Extension 

Stereotypes 

Figure 18: High level DATALATOR architecture 
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3.2.2   Low Level Architecture 

Low level DATALATOR architecture is shown in Figure 17. It consists of Protege 3.4.4 platform and 
OntoBase plug-in that connects to multiple data sources and allows users to construct queries using 
Protege GUI (Figures 10-15). 
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Figure 19: Low level DATALATOR architecture 

OntoBase plug-in calls Protege via its frame API in order to generate class and instance frames as 
described in 3.1. Protege stores frames using a back end database which can be an in-memory or 
external database engine. Protege plug-in API allows for multiple possible implementations of its back 
end as well as GUI components. Use of Protege as platform for DATALATOR prototype was justified by 
this flexibility to explore various options in phase I and II. 
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4     PROTOTYPE EVALUATION 

During phase I Next Generation software has released OntoBase 3.4.1 which was used to perform the 
final round of tests 

4.1      Experiments 

The following experiments were designed to empirically evaluate performance of the prototype in 
meeting the objectives outlined in 1.1 and 2.3. The main focus was placed on quantitatively measuring 
mapping automation and residual effort required from user. In accordance with the proposed design the 
effort is broken into three stages: fully automatic ground ontology generation, semi-automatic semantic 
model discovery and manual posing of queries by user. No attempt was made to quantitatively 
measure the scope and correctness of answers to the queries, although answers' quality was 
qualitatively assessed. 

4.1.1   Ontology Generation 

As explained in 3.1 the ground ontology is automatically generated during the initial import of data 
source schema into Protege via OntoBase plug-in. 

4.1.1.1       Metrics 

Following metrics are applied relative to the size and complexity of each data source 
• Time to generate 
• Size of ontology 
• Number of relations 
• Number of ECA chains 

4.1.2   Semantic Model Discovery 

User-guided model discovery experiments were performed for several data source of various 
complexity and size. 

4.1.2.1       Metrics 

Source model discovery effort with respect to the complexity of input meta-data 
• Number of relations in schema 
• Number of ECA chains 
• Number of causal streams 
• Time to generated grounding ontology 
• Time to generate situation tree 
• Depth of situation tree (bounded effort) 
• Number of user dialogs (bounded effort) 
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Questions were posed as Union of Conjunctive Queries (UCQs) over the ontology of situation types 
discovered in the previous set of experiments. 

In order to answer specific questions two types of queries were issued: 
a) simple conjunctive query with several sub-goals from the same relation as in P A Q A R A S 
b) complex join queries: 
• Star queries contain a distinct sub-goal that joins with every other sub-goal in a logical star-like 

formation such as: F\w,x,y,^ A Qw, otj) A R{x, a2) A Sy, at}) A T[z, 04) 
• Chain queries contain sub-goals that join to ones before or after it in a logical chain-like formation 

as in: P[a,W) A Qyt, x) A R{x,y) A $y, 2) A Kz ft 

4.1.3.1       Metrics 

Answering time was measured relatively to the number of facts fetched from the data source 
• Time to process "star" query that joins a single goal with every other sub-goal. 
• Time to process "chain" query that join sub-goals to ones before or after it. 

4.2     Performance Benchmarks 

To adequately assess performance of the prototype it was compared to OntoGrate prototype developed 
and studied few years ago at the University of Oregon using two of the same data sources Stores7 and 
Nwind [17]. OntoGrate uses the semantics of the Stores7 ontology to lookup, join and resolve the 
statecode and statename bindings based on a customenegion from the Nwind ontology. In other 
words, even though there is no such concept of state code abbreviations in Nwind (Figure 20), it can 
still resolve this information (Figure 21) 
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Figure 20: OntoGrate experiment 
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Following data sources were specially selected to meet the requirements set by the proposal D092- 
007-0197 Section 2.2. The selection spans a large range of size and complexities needed to 
demonstrate capabilities of the proposed approach. 

Name Size Description 

Joint 
Consultation 
Command and 
Control 
Information 
Exchange 
Data 
Model 
(JC3IEDM) 

649 

Objects are represented with a combination of OBJECT-ITEM and OBJECT-TYPE 

or their respective subtypes. An OBJECT-TYPE refers to a class object and an 
OBJECT-ITEM to an individually identified instance. 

A specific OBJECT-ITEM must be associated with at least one instance of an 
OBJECT-TYPE. Classifying OBJECT-ITEM as OBJECT-TYPE makes any information 
that is stored as type data applicable to the item 

Mobile 
Patient 
Charting 
System 
(MPCS) 

131 

Patients, Doctors, Nurses and Institutions all have many-to-many relationship 
between them, such as Admission, Assessment and Intervention. 

Instances of the relationships are all attached to medical services via 
temporal classes, such as Certification Period and Visit. Creation of the 
instances is further constrained by many-to-one relationships to a fixed 
nomenclature of service types and rules. 

Sakila, movie 
rental store 
sample MySQL 
database 

16 

Classes Film and Actor have a many-to-many relationship between them, 
i.e., a movie can have many actors in it and an actor can act in multiple 
movies. 

Classes Inventory and Store have a one-to-many relationship between them, 
i.e., a store can have multiple copies of a movie (inventory) but an inventory 
item can belong to only one store. 

Stores7, 
fictitious 
sporting-goods 
distributor 

10 

This database includes such tables as Customer, Orders, Items, Stock, 
Catalog etc. 

The Customer table contains information about the retail stores that place 
orders from the distributor. An Order can include one or more ltem(s). More 
than one Manufacturer can supply an Item. 

Nwind, sample 
database from 
Microsoft 

8 Very similar to the above, but using Supplier and Shipper instead of 
Manufacturer. There are also some subtle differences in representing 
Customer information. 
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Following experimental results were obtained from running the prototype on Intel Core i7 PC with 6GB 
of RAM and Windows 7 OS. 

4.4.1    Ontology Generation 

Data source from 4.3 were loaded in a dedicated MySQL database engine and then imported into 
Protege using OntoBase plug-in 

Data 
source 

Tables Generate time 
(sec.) 

Ontology 
relations 

Ontology size 
(KB) 

ECA 
chains 

JC3IEDM 649 998.9 9726 137614 1596 

MPCS 131 201 1761 29401 245 

Sakila 16 17.3 23 876 12 

Stores7 10 5.24 3 302 3 

Nwind 8 5.35 5 331 5 

10,000 

6,000 

Ontology generation 

200 400 

Schema size 

Figure 21: Ontology generation time and size 

I Time (sec) 

I Size (MB) 

I Relations 

I ECA 

800 

4.4.1.1 Analysis 

The results above show linear complexity of used algorithms in generation time and space relative to 
size of database schema. The absolute time and space is within reasonable range of up to 15 min and 
137MB which should be acceptable source initialization for most applications. 
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4.4.2   Source Model Discovery 

The following are the results of experiments conducted according to D092-007-0197 Section 2.2.3a. 

Data Source 
(Decision tree) 

Generate 
(sec.) 

Number of chains 
(tree width) 

Length of chains 
(tree depth) 

Effort 
(interactions) 

JC3IEDM 
Object-Item-Status 16.333 25 3 9 
Road 14.243 14 3 13 
Person 13.728 4 1 5 
Context 13.338 6 2 7 
Objective 14.43 8 2 9 

MPCS 
Patient-Intervention 1.467 35 5 15 
Patient-Medication 0.562 15 3 11 
Care-Plan 0.484 11 2 5 
Diagnosis 0.468 9 2 9 

Sakila 
Store Movies 0.172 9 4 7 
Movie Rentals 0.281 9 4 5 
Customer Rentals 0.141 8 3 5 

Stores7 
Customers 0.078 1 4 5 

4.4.2.1      Analysis 

The results clearly demonstrate bounded effort 
knowledge of the data source internal structure. 

and time spent by untrained user without prior 

Using situation trees is a main feature of our approach that allows any user to choose among multiple 
alternative flows of information, as most relevant in a given situation. This simple interaction replaces 
what would be a complex task of analyzing the data source structure and finding ways to retrieve 
needed information from it. Moreover, a product of such complex analysis may or may not be useful in 
other situations. And in either case it cannot be used directly to access and manipulate the data, but 
only as a basis for applying data retrieval tools and user interfaces (eg. SQL). Our prototype, on the 
other hand, guides the user through bounded number of simple and intuitive steps directly to retrieval of 
data without using any other tools. At the same time our system is recording the user choices and 
organizes all the results in a reusable and standard form of ontology. 

Our experiments used data sources from wide range of domains, sizes and structural complexity. 
However, the resulting number of required user interaction has a much narrower range of 5-15. The 
complexity of interactions as measured by width and depth of the situation tree also tend to stay within 
a reasonable range. This leads us to a preliminary conclusion that our prototype achieves desired 
DATALATOR characteristics of bounded effort and time in a wide range of data sources. 
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Question answering experiments were performed using MySQL database running on a dedicated 
server. In order to calculate the offset related to the difference in settings a simple question that does 
not require any semantic translation - was processed first: 

Who are all the Customers in the given city? 

Number of DB rows 500 1,000 2,500    4,000 5,000    10,000 20,000 25,000 35,000 50,000 

Query      OntoGrate 1.5 1.5 2           3 3           9 41 66 145 312 
Answer 
(sec.)       QntoBase 1.5 7.6 21 103.5 322.4 

Table 1: OntoBase performance measured relative to OntoGrate benchmark 

After the answers were loaded into Protege as individual instances of Customer class, the project was 
re-loaded and "atomic'' queries automatically issued for each instance in the ontology to bind with the 
original database record. This was done to offset the impact of Protege API on loading of data. In case 
of the new wildcard queries Protege instance frames are created by calling frame API as new rows are 
read from database. However, in case of re-loading previously created and saved Protege instances 
the bulk loading of instances from XML is done first, before atomic queries are issued and pre-loaded 
frames are populated with the data. 

Atomic query Wildcard query 
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Figure 22: Comparing performance of wildcard query vs. atomic query 

Analysis 

This impact of the Protege API is visible as a 2x performance difference in combined query answering 
and data loading time between wildcard and atomic queries retrieving exactly the same data. In both 
cases the time was exponential to the number of rows loaded, just as it was in the benchmark 
OntoGrate experiments (Figure 20). Additional re-runs of the experiments were also done with various 
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JVM flags to isolate the impact of Java memory allocation and garbage collection algorithms. No 
significant impact on performance was observed from that end. 

Finally, star and chain queries were tested and their performance measured according to 4.1.3.1. There 
was no measurable difference between the two cases. The combined time of query translation and data 
transformation was exponential to the number of rows retrieved (Figure 23). 

Star Query 
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80 

I 60 
I 
fc 40 I c 
< 

20 

0 
0       2,000   4,000   6.000   8,000 10,000 12.000 

Number of DB rows 
Figure 23: Combined query translation and data transformation 

4.4.4   Additional Observations 

In addition to quantitative performance measurement reported above the quality and scope of answers 
were also observed. To that end a set of questions was developed (APPENDIX A) and posed using the 
prototype. The answers obtained from different data sources are not reported due to limited space, but 
the SQL queries automatically generated by prototype are listed for every question. The answers 
loaded into Protege frame instances were selectively checked and compared to the results obtained by 
directly executing the SQL. In all cases the data was accurately and completely represented in frames, 
with some platform-specific data types correctly converted to Protege frame data types. 

Although outside the scope of this project, making changes to data was also tested and worked well for 
simple data types like String and Integers. This additional capability of the prototype will be exploited in 
future commercial product enabling round-trip data exchange with any connected data source. 
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5     FUTURE PLANS 

5.1 Phase I as Foundation for Phase II 

Phase I captured the requirements and developed a preliminary design of a prototype to be integrated 
tested and demonstrated in Phase II. The goal of Phase I was to prove the feasibility of the technology 
and advance development towards a real world demonstration. The results of testing demonstrated 
that the technology did, in fact, do what it was intended to do. Phase I was successful in validating the 
technology. Phase I results will now enable the shift from a primary validation of concept to building of a 
TRL5 prototype, and specification and design of the necessary enhancements to application and 
systems architectures to deliver a real world demonstration by the end of Phase II. 

A key consideration of any real world demonstration is not only that the prototype can demonstrate its 
intended capability, but also perform sufficiently to deliver that capability within realistic parameters. 
The empirical evaluation of TRL4 prototype delivered in Phase I showed clearly its limited scalability in 
volume of data that it can process. Testing identified that the most significant impact on the prototype 
performance came from the Protege ontology engine. Resolving this issue is a clear requirement of 
Phase II, and it is believed that when it is resolved, a linear performance curve will be achieved. 

5.2 Phase II as Foundation for Commercial Products 

During Phase II, Next Generation Software will leverage the insights gained during Phase I to produce 
a TRL5 prototype, initially mitigating performance issues within the current technology platform and 
validating the ability of the platform to scale to a commercial application. The risk remains, however, 
that the identified performance issues are inherent to the current technology platform. To manage this 
risk, Next Generation Software will also identify commercially available platforms and middleware 
(computer software that connects software components) that support the application requirements and 
show strong potential to resolve the performance issues. The evaluation of alternative platforms and 
middleware will consider: (i) technical design and performance, (ii) the ability of the company providing 
the platform and/or middleware to provide commercialization assistance, and (iii) the ability of the 
company to provide development resources to Phase II. The company has already secured a Letter of 
Intent from a potential partner, SOA Trader, Ltd.( http://www.soatrader.com ). SOA Trader, Ltd. was 
founded in 2006 with the objective to accelerate companies' IT outsourcing efforts through the 
promotion of XML services as reusable and managed software components, which are available on- 
demand. SOA Trader's Letter of Intent is included in Appendix B. 

During this phase, Next Generation Software will expand relationships with commercial software and 
systems vendors in an effort to identify a partner or partners with strong commercial experience in the 
design and testing of commercial software products. Working with these partners, a Phase III product 
road map will be developed that identifies: (i) the application architecture, system architectures, and 
middleware necessary to deliver the product end-to-end in a commercial environment, (ii) identifies a 
realistic time line to mature the prototype toward that goal, and (iii) captures the financial investments 
required to achieve it. As part of that effort, the partners would provide guidance and facilities to 
perform real world, commercial scale testing of the product, and assist with resolution of any issues that 
rigorous testing identifies. 

To assist Next Generation Software achieve the goals of Phase II, an Advisory Board will be formed 
that will be comprised of: (i) serial entrepreneurs who have successfully commercialized software 
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companies in the past, (ii) senior leaders from the alternative investment community who t have 
successfully funded early-stage companies, and (iii) industry experts with specialized knowledge of key 
vertical markets. The company will also expand its management team with key individuals who have a 
track record of commercializing software products and building the operational capabilities to support 
them. These key managers will formalize the commercial structure of the business, identify and define 
operational requirements, procedures and controls, identify funding requirements and develop financial 
models and reports, help define a business development strategy, and assist with efforts to secure 
Phase II funding. All of these activities will enable deployment of the product into commercial 
environments in Phase III. The company has already identified a senior-level management executive, 
Gian Zoppo, who has successfully commercialized several application service providers in healthcare 
information and financial fraud prevention. Mr. Zoppo's letter of intent is included in the Appendix B. 

5.3     Initial Phase II Prototype Specification & Design 

Mitigation of the indentified performance issues will initially drive prototype specification and design of 
the TRL5 prototype. Beyond the immediate performance issues, the build out of a TRL5 prototype will 
increase the maturity of the system architecture and middleware to produce a real world example of 
both the application and the necessary systems to deliver Ontobase end-to-end into a commercial 
environment. Next Generation Software will leverage Advisory Board and partner expertise to identify 
potential risk areas associated with the Phase III product road map, including technology architecture, 
middleware, enabling technologies, the pace of technology change, and other potential impact to 
prospective application areas. 

Another focus will be the specification and design of a security management module that wraps the 
application in a secure cocoon away from prying eyes, and gives an administrator the ability to 
segregate users and data on a need to know basis. Enabling the broadest possible data set to 
contribute maximum inputs is only possible within a managed security environment that would allow 
access to secure systems without the risk of compromising sensitive data. During Phase II, Next 
Generation Software will design and build a robust security architecture, again seeking out the 
appropriate partner or partners with deep domain knowledge and commercial presence who could 
provide both guidance and real world testing capabilities. 

In addition to the larger architectural considerations of the product, Phase II prototype development will 
deliver user interface (Ul) and error handling enhancements, The Ul is the connection between the user 
and the application, and it is critical to guide the user with an intuitive presentation of application 
elements, and support them with robust and clear error handling. Next Generation Software will expand 
both of these requirements during Phase II prototype development. Across all development and 
commercialization activities, formal change management and risk management processes and systems 
will be developed, documented, and incorporated into all activities to ensure accuracy of information, 
and tight controls leading up to the production of a TRL5 prototype. The company will also enhance the 
document set for TRL5 to facilitate partnering, user testing, and training. 

5.4     Efforts in support of Phase III Transition 

Next Generation Software's commercialization strategy is based on dual introduction of (i) free open 
source OntoBase plugin for major Integrated Development Environments (IDE), and (ii) later rollout of 
"Situational Application" Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) solution delivered via the "Cloud." (codename 
"OntoSpace"). The free open source version will enable small scale rapid integration of "data mashup" 
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applications, driving opportunities for strategic partnering with IDE providers, revenue sharing with their 
clients or direct revenue for enhancements requested by IDE providers. OntoSpace situational 
applications delivered over the Cloud will generate recurring "subscription" revenue on a model similar 
to other PaaS providers such as Salesforce.com. An additional source of revenues is expected to be 
licensing of the original OntoSpace Intellectual Property (IP), and investment by Primary vendors 
interested in integration of OntoSpace into their products or acquisition of the company. 

Software to establish and maintain a situational awareness in dynamic data-intensive open 
environments continues to gain attention in the market. Situational applications are built on-the-fly to 
solve a specific business problem, which fits neatly with the agile development approach that is fast 
becoming the preferred development approach within the Fortune 1000 companies. Next Generation 
Software believes that there is an unlimited potential market for the OntoSpace product, however, initial 
business development activity will focus on the Federal Software Products Market, because demand for 
vendor-furnished software products by the U.S. government is expected to increase from $6.5 billion in 
2010 to $8.4 billion in 2015 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.2 percent according to a 
recent report by INPUT. The company will be well positioned to take advantage of this growth. 
OntoSpace delivered over the Cloud would provide demonstrable value and utility, and a compelling 
case could be made for a Platform as a Service offering. Focus on the government market will also 
include state and local governments, specifically around first responders and law enforcement 
agencies, though there is no intrinsic limitation, and any agency could benefit from our innovative 
approach. Within the private sector, we believe that there are opportunities to develop market share in 
financial services and healthcare and we will pursue these markets as well. 

The gap that must be bridged between Phase II and Phase III revolves largely about the business and 
marketing activities necessary to support the product. Business commercialization activities include: (i) 
structural and legal definition of the company's business model and product and services lines, (ii) 
implementation and operational staffing levels, and (iii) any necessary licensing and certifications that 
may be required. These activities must be performed in Phase II to pave the way for a smooth transition 
to Phase III. A well-defined strategy to scale the business is just as important. An early-stage company 
cannot assume that it will just grow as needed. A primary and secondary strategy is needed that 
involves both growing the company and leveraging partner relationships to meet growth requirements. 
Just as important as having the mechanisms to scale business is having the right offering to bring to the 
marketplace. To do this, a deep understanding of both the packaging and pricing of current commercial 
products and service arrangements is necessary. 

A key activity in support of these requirements will be identifying and winning the first Beta customers. 
Next Generation Software will leverage the Advisory Board and partner relationships to identify and win 
Beta Customers during Phase II. These anchor customers will provide critical input into the packing of 
the offering, the commercialization of the product, and its support and operational requirements. They 
will be able to identify specific business requirements for the product, identify competitor solution 
shortfalls, validate the regulatory and pricing models, and help identify future product enhancements. 
They can also serve as reference customers supporting additional marketing activities. Beta customers 
also provide revenue into the company that is critical to securing additional funding for Phase III. 

In addition to SBIR and other grants, additional funding will be necessary for Phase III transition. Next 
Generation Software will pursue private funding both from partners, and from private investors. Next 
Generation Software expects to obtain of $750K-$950K in matching private investments from angel 
investors for SBIR Phase II in 2011 and 2012, for combined "revenue" of $1.5M - $1.9M from 
investment through 2012 which includes $200K in Phase II Enhancement. The company intends to 
leverage the Transition Support Pilot Program to identify additional funding sources. The company will 
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pursue additional investments of $3M from angel investors and/or venture capital to advance Ontobase 
to TRL7. A summary of the Key Milestones and the funding tied to each can be seen in the chart below. 

5.4.1    Key milestones 

---jyiilestone Phase I 
2010 

Phase I 
2010 

Phase II 
2011 

Phase II 
2012 

Phase III 
2013 

Phase III 
2014 

Technology TLR3 TRL4 TRL5 TRL5 TRL6 TRL7 

Revenues S250K S750K 
SBIR $50K $50K $375K $575K TBD TBD 

Investments S375K S575K $1M $2M 
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APPENDIX A 

Sakila 

'What movies are available in a given store?" 

In this use case a user plays role of imaginary store staff who logs-in to check available movies on 
behalf of imaginary customer. The user then goes through the list while checking availability of each 
movie. If the store inventory has at least one copy with not empty return date, then the movie is 
available: 

SELECT staff storcid, staff.password, address, phone FROM sakila.store 
JOIN sakila staff ON storc.manager_staff_id=staff.staff_id 
JOIN sakila.address ON store.address_id=address.address_id 
WHERE staff username^llogin]' 

SELECT film.title, inventory, inventory id FROM sakila.store 
JOIN sakila inventory ON store.store_id=inventory.store_id 
JOIN sakila film ON inventory.film_id=film.film_id 
WHERE store.storejd=[storeJd] 

SELECT rental returndatc FROM sakila. inventory 
JOIN sakila.renlal ON inventory.inventoryid^rental.inventoryid 
JOIN sakila.film ON inventory.film_id=film.fi!m_id 
JOIN sakila customer ON rental.customer_id=customer.customer_id 
WHERE inventory. inventory_id= [inventoryid] 

"Who had rented a given movie?" 

In this use case a user will find a movie by its title and list all instances of renting the movie by any 
customer, regardless from which store: 

SELECT customer. I astname, rental, rental date FROM sakila inventory 
JOIN sakila.rental ON inventory.inventory_id=rental.inventory_id 
JOIN sakila.film ON inventory film_id=film.film_id 
JOIN sakila customer ON rental customer id=customer customer id 
WHERE film.titie='[title]' 

"Which movies had given customer rented?" 

In this use case a user will find a customer by last name and list all instances of renting a movie by the 
customer, together with a store address: 

SELECT store.storejd, film.title , rental rental date, address.address FROM sakila.inventory 
JOIN sakila rental ON inventory.inventory_id=rental.inventory_id 
JOIN sakila.film ON inventory.film_id=film.film_id 
JOIN sakila store ON inventory.store_id=store.store_id 
JOIN sakila.customer ON rental.customer_id=customer.custorner_id 
WHERE customeT.last_name='[name)' 

"What is a customer payment history?" 

In this use case a user will find a customer by last name and list all payments made by the customer: 

SELECT count, •) FROM sakila.payment 
JOIN sakila customer ON payment.customer_id=customer.customer_id 
WHERE customer.last_name='[name]' 
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MPCS 

"What is a patient diagnosis?" 

In this use case a user will find a patient by last name along with all his/her diagnosis codes: 

SELECT diag_ref.emcdiag_codcl, diag_ref.description FROM mpcs.diag_ref 
JOIN mpcs.patientdiagnosis ON diag_ref.diag_ref_id=patientdiagnosis.diag_ref_id 
JOIN mpcs.intake ON patientdiagnosis intakeid=intake intaketd 
JOIN mpcs patient ON intake patientid=patientpatientid 
WHERE patient.lastnamc-(name| 

"When should a patient expect visits by nurse?" 

In this use case a user will find a patient by last name along with all scheduled visits to this patient: 

SELECT employee kev.emfirstname visit.starttime visitvisitdate FROM mpcs.admission 
JOIN mpcs.visit ON admission.admissiunid=visit.admissionid 
JOIN mpcs.intake ON admission admissionid=intakcintakeid 
JOIN mpcs.patient ON intake.patientid=patient.patientid 
JOIN mpcs.emplovee key ON intake.emploveeid=emplovee kev.emoloveeid 
WHERE patient lastname=(namel 

"What medical interventions had been done for a patient?" 

In this use case a user will first find all visits made to the patient and then list all interventions made 
during that visit: 

SELECT visit.visitid FROM mpcs.visit 
JOIN mpcs admission ON visit admissionid admission.admissionid 
JOIN mpcs.intake ON admission admissionid= intake intakcid 
JOIN mpcs patient ON intake patientid^patient paticntid 
WHERE patient .lastname '|namc|' 

SELECT patientmtervention lntervdcscription  FROM mpcs.visit 
JOIN mpcs .patientintervention ON visit, v isitid -patientmtervention visitid 
WHERE visitvisitid=[visitid) 

"What medications is patient taking?" 

In this use case a user will find a patient by last name along with all medications the patient is taking 
and the doctor who prescribed the medication: 

SELECT patientmedication medname FROM mpcs patientmedication 
JOIN mpcs doctorpatient on patientmedication.doctorpatientid=doctorpatient.doctorpatientid 
JOIN mpcs.intake ON doctorpatient intakcid  intake .intakcid 
JOIN mpcs.patient ON intake paticntid patient patienlid 
WHERE patient lastname-|name|' 

Stores7 

"Who are all the Customers in a given city?" 

This use case will be used to measure baseline performance for further experiments of query 
translation and data transformation. 

SELECT customer ciistomerlname , customer customerlname FROM stores7 customer 
WHERE customcr.customercity^lcity)' 
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"How many orders came from customers in a given city?" 

SELECT count(*) FROM stores7.order 
JOIN storcs7.customer ON order.ordercustomemumoer=customer.customernumber 
WHERE customer.customercity = '[city)' 

"What products from a given manufacturer were sold in a given city?" 

SELECT stock.stockdescription FROM stores7.item 
JOIN stores7.stock ON itcm.itemstocknumber=stock.stocknumber 
JOIN storcs7.order ON item.itcmordeniurnber=ordcr.ordernumbcr 
JOIN storcs7.customer ON order ordercu.stomernumt>er=customer customemumber 
JOIN stores7.manufacturer ON item itemmanulacturercode manufacturer manutactureraxk 
WHERE manufacturer.manufacturemame='[name]' AND customer.customercity^city]' 

Nwind 

"How many units of a given product where sold in a given region?" 

SELECT countO FROM nwind.orderdetail 
JOIN nwind.product ON orderdetail orderdetailproductid=product productid 
JOIN nwind.order ON orderdetail ordcrdetailordcrid order orderid 
JOIN nwind.customer ON ordcr.ordercustomerid=customer.customerid 
WHERE product.productname='[product]' AND customer.customerregion^lregionj' 
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()() SOA Trader - Letter of Intent 

IVi'|i Kungas 

ci:o 
nil SOATr.uler 
Ak.idccnua Ice 11 
12A1H Tallinn 

I'Mnill.l 

l)ate| 10/14/2010) 

Dear l.en V.ilildko. 

SOA Trader is pieced to announce' its intention to collaborate with Next liencratinn Software 

mi i potential SHIR Phase II contract "Database I'ranslator (DATAIATOK) for Integrated 

Kxploitation" II brought to fruition, SOA Trader would enter into a cross-licensing with Next 
i leneration Software to enable the exchange intellectual property 

SOA Trader has products and experience gained through its contracts and employees in the 
in*.is of semantic enrichment and large-scale analysts ol data models for governmental 

informations systems. Furthermore, SOA Trader is developing currently .i product, Data 

Mapping Accelerator (DMA), which would first simplify construction of common data models 
I technically implemented as OVVI. ontologies) from large collections <>l database and XMI. 

schemas and then linking them with specifii data models Through ongoing collaboration with 
Progress Software Corporation we are exploring the options to integrate this tool into thru 

DXSI product portfolio In order to simplify creation of mappings between data models and 

software component descriptions, which finally will lead to higher usability ol the tool and 
mi reases productivity of its users 

I he lound.ition.il idea .\nil specifk algorithms ol DMA have been validated on an analysis ol the 

Kstonian State Information System, which is i federation of hundreds ol domain-specifn 

information systems using altogether thousands ol database tables The empirical results show 

th.it the product would speed up common data model construction lor a federated information 

ivsteni .it least ri times m terms ol protect length and man-hours required to perform this task 
manually 

Hv malv/ing our preceding e-mail discussions during the past months I have reached in 

understanding that there is .1 great opportunity loi synergy, which can be achieved h\ 
complementing On to Base and DMA with each-other While OntoBase simplifies aggregation ol 
il.it.i from d.it.i sources, which are linked together through ontologies, DMA simplifies i re.ition 

il those ontologies and linking data source descriptions with the ontologies Alter discussing 
usage ut the i omhined product with inv loi il business partners we , .one to the i OIK IIISIOII thai 
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.vi' 1,111 provide .1 pilot study for the 1 onihiued prodiu t ami in case it delivers the expe< ted v.nin 

we intend h> use the product in nur integration protects .liter spccit'u pming and distrihution 
models have been agreed with Next Generation Software 

I wish you the best with the Onto Base SHIK phase II protect and look forward to set up the pilot 

study with inie of our existing customers hv using the combined solution 

SiiKJerolv. 

I'eep Kungas 



Gian Zoppo 
<•« .'• '  I, »|C!S 

Gian R. Zoppo 
278 Harwood Avenue 

Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591 

October 30, 2010 

Len Yabloko 

Next Generation Software 
52 Strawtown Road 

New City, NY 10956 

Letter of Intention to Join Next Generation Software Management Team 

Dear Len; 

I am delighted to confirm my intention to join the Next Generation Software management team as Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO), leading the commercialization of the Ontobase product(s) upon award of SBIR 

Phase II. As we have discussed, I have a track record of successful commercialization of venture capital 
backed start up and early stage companies, as well as 10 years of executive management experience 
spanning a broad set of business, financial, and technical disciplines within enterprises up to $6 billion in 

revenues, and operations spanning 92 offices in 14 countries. 

During my most recent engagement, I was retained to commercialize a software as a service business 

unit of Fortent, that was a strategic lynch-pin of a $200 million dollar investment by Warburg Pincus in 
the risk and financial crime solutions market. The unit delivered enterprise-scale software applications 

to detect money-laundering and fraud related to terrorist funding as a service to leading banks. The 
successful effort was identified as key to Portent's acquisition by Actimize in 2009, consolidating over 

200 clients worldwide and including all top 10 global and top 10 U.S. banks. 

Prior to Fortent, I was retained by a venture capital investment group to take a paper concept and turn 
it into a commercial business, directing all aspects of establishing commercial operations for the 
application service provider delivering electronic medical records to medical practices and hospitals. The 

successful effort captured some of the leading medical practices within the New York Metro area and 
forged key strategic partnerships with industry leaders such as Thomson Medical. 

Additionally, during my previous seven years on executive teams within the Omnicom Group, I launched 

numerous new businesses delivering global client facing and enterprise-scale software applications via 
the Internet to Fortune 1000 clients including Mercedes Benz, Procter & Gamble, and HP. 

I look forward to hearing of your successful proposal and working with you to build a successful 
business. 

Sincerely, 


